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Summary: An uncomplicated, unbiased report on the life and career of 2012 presidential candidate Mitt Romney with a greater emphasis on biography than politics. Includes a thorough bibliography and suggested websites to promote further investigation.

Critical Annotation: This is a well-researched, carefully presented piece that breaks Romney's life into sensible chapters. It is very readable, both in terms of layout and literary style. One area where the author really excels is in presenting Romney's history as a businessman and in giving his successes and his failures in business and in politics equal treatment. As a biography it is really a very good piece, although next to nothing is said about Romney's actual political platform or many of his gubernatorial actions in Massachusetts, which is as unusual in the biography of a politician as it would be to write a biography of a writer without mention their literary style. The layout is very appealing, with glossy photos and well arranged pages that flow easily around the photos and their captions.

Series Comments: This series is geared for junior high school readers and aims to inform them about the lives of politicians who are prominently featured in current media.

-Bethany Geleskie,
March 2013

The Midwest Book Review

Political Profiles: Mitt Romney
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This biography series is indeed timely with profiles of presidential candidates Hillary Clinton, and Rudy Giuliani along with other notable politicians, including Nancy Pelosi and Arnold Schwarzenegger. These two lively, intimate glimpses include their subjects’ childhood, adolescence, and adulthood. They portray quite different personalities and upbringing, but both men triumphed over difficult challenges and served as role models for youth. Political philosophy is woven throughout the narratives, but one suspects that most students will find the personal details much more fascinating. Barack Obama describes himself as the skinny kid with big ears and funny name. He was shuffled among adults and locations from Indonesia to Hawaii as he coped with developing his personal identity. Photos and descriptions of his trips to his father’s native Kenya will intrigue students. John McCain had a much more privileged and stable childhood, but he exhibited adolescent rebellion. The key exciting portion of the book for most students will be the narrative of McCain’s experiences as a fighter pilot and a prisoner of war in Vietnam. The political threads in Obama’s biography focus particularly on urban issues, whereas McCain’s story emphasizes campaign reform and military issues.

These two books should be painless, even enjoyable reading for reluctant readers, whether to meet requirements for class or for pleasure. They need to be available for youth of all ages.—Marilyn Brien.

Booklist
September 15, 2007


Just in time for the 2008 election season, this lively, up-to-date biography in the new Political Profiles series draws on Obama’s own writings as well as on the ample media coverage of his personal and public life. Sapet begins with the politician’s mixed-race family story; part Kenyan, part white, he was raised in Hawaii and Indonesia and later connected with his African roots. The focus then shifts to the hopes and ambitions fueling the rising star’s graduation from Harvard Law School, his social-justice work in Chicago, and, eventually, his election to the U.S. Senate. Extensive quotes from campaign speeches spell out Obama’s views on crucial issues, from the Iraq War to health care to global warming, and lots of color photos illustrate, including many of his family. At the back are excellent chapter notes, a clear chronology, and a bibliography. From a series that also covers other presidential candidates, this is sure to be in demand right now. — Hazel Rochman
**Booklist**
November 15, 2007


Wells’ slim volume in the Political Profiles series hits the major points in Clinton’s life that set the foundation for her current presidential campaign. Though readers gain glimpses of Clinton’s girlhood in suburban Chicago, most of the book’s emphasis falls on the former First Lady’s impressive career. Wells stresses Clinton’s ability to triumph over everything from gender stereotypes to public disapproval and marital difficulties, mentioning the Monica Lewinsky scandal but avoiding graphic details. Admiring in her discussion of Clinton’s shattering of glass ceilings in law and politics, the author also points out how her subject’s famously outspoken style—“I suppose I could have stayed home and baked cookies and had teas”—has defined her as a polarizing force. Wells suggests that Clinton’s forceful opinions may prove either her greatest defect or greatest strength. Broken up with numerous color photos, the text concludes with a time line, source list, bibliography, and suggestions for Web research, including a link to Clinton’s official campaign site. — Rebecca Jensen

**Booklist**
November 15, 2007


Although this profile of Pelosi, who is currently the highest woman official in the land, reads like campaign literature, it provides a coherent account of her career and at least some insight into her political philosophy. Shichtman traces Pelosi’s rise from daughter of a longtime mayor of Baltimore to chair of the California Democratic Party and on into the House of Representatives, examining her work as a public figure—from the rush of legislation that followed her election as House Majority Leader to her sharp criticism of President Bush’s conduct of the Iraq War. The color photos are unexceptional if plentiful; source notes are quite detailed. A list of mostly adult further readings and a time line round out the volume. Consider this a satisfactory and timely introduction to a woman who has, to use her own term, broken through the “marble ceiling.” — John Peters

**Midwest Book Review**

Jeff C Young’s **POLITICAL PROFILES: MICHELLE OBAMA** (1599350904) provides a young adult’s biography of Michelle Obama, who moved from a poor Chicago childhood to Harvard Law School and her encounters with a summer hire named Barack. Their increasing involvement in politics would lead to the White House in this story of their rise to power.
The Political Profiles series offers overviews of some of today's best-known politicians, covering both their personal and professional lives. This solid biography of Michael Bloomberg spends a good deal of space on his early life. The grandson of Jewish immigrants, Bloomberg was not the best student in his class but always showed plenty of drive; he was one of the youngest in Boy Scout history to become an Eagle Scout. His ambition and willingness to work hard were factors in his early business success at Salomon Brothers, where he came in early and worked late. His computer innovations there were key to starting his own financial operation. The second half of the book covers Bloomberg's political career, both its ups and its downs, including his controversial decision to change New York's two-term mayoral rule so he could run for a third term. His personal life is deftly handled with pictures of both his daughters and his significant other. The book features an engaging design highlighted by plenty of bright, well-captioned color photographs. The quotes are all sourced, and back matter includes a timeline, bibliography, and short selection of websites. Although mostly for report writers, even browsers might find this biography worth their while. — Ilene Cooper

Sarah Palin

Petrillo, Lisa (author).
REVIEW. First published March 15, 2010 (Booklist).
Kudos to the Political Profiles series for giving readers solid, evenhanded, and wonderfully helpful biographies that not only recount the events in a subject's life but also present them in a way that gives insight into each politician's character. If readers want to know where John McCain's running mate got her grit and determination, Sarah Palin takes a close look at her childhood. Palin was encouraged to learn how to hunt, fish, and dress her kill. (The two-page color photo of Palin with a tableful of dead and bloodied birds is quite something.) The book nicely covers both her political and personal life. Unusually well-chosen photos, fine notes, and lists of further sources add to the usefulness and appeal of this standout series. — Ilene Cooper

Ted Kennedy.

Sapet, Kerrily (Author)
After a rather unnuanced look at Kennedy's chilhood, this entry in the Political Profiles series goes on to offer a detailed examination of the senator's life and career. In Kennedy's case, these two are especially intertwined. While the book wisely doesn't delve much into psychology, it does bring to the fore the personal events that played into his decisions: family deaths and illnesses (including one son's cancer and another's asthma); his near-fatal plane crash; his wife's alcoholism; and, of course, the death of Mary Jo Kopechne. Although the book tries for evenhandedness, Kennedy does seem to get off easily at times. That said, this is a meaty offering that is especially good at setting Kennedy's story against the events of his time, including the struggle for civil rights, the Vietnam War, and country's move toward national health care, an issue particularly close to the senator. Black-and-white and color photos are well chosen. A worthy addition to biography collections. — Ilene Cooper

Gr 6-9–From his birth to his current life as a senator, Kennedy is portrayed as a strong, supportive family member and friend. In the face of tremendous tragedy and personal loss, illness of children, and public ridicule, he continued to pursue his dreams and goals. World and national events, such as World War II, the Korean War, and the assassinations of his brothers are explained not only as they affected Kennedy but also as they affected the nation. These explanations give readers who might be unfamiliar with some political events a better understanding of the Kennedy family’s role in American politics. Issues such as alcoholism are dealt with frankly yet without condemnation. Appealing photographs appear throughout the book.–Denise Moore, O’Gorman Junior High School, Sioux Falls, SD